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Handmade molds created from Cape Breton flowers, 
grasses, seaweed, shells, and other organic materials 
are used to sculpt polymer clay into jewellery 
components. Some products include a piece of Cape 
Breton beach glass embedded into the design. A 
handpainted colorwash and rustic finish make for a 
unique series. 

MATERIALS: Polymer clay, beach glass, alcohol inks, 
coloured chalks, non-tarnish fine-silver-plated wire, 
crystal-clear sealant

TYPES: pendants, earrings

OPTIONS: 
Mold - Shell, Wood, Flowers, and Seaweed. 
Setting - Simple mount or wire-wrapping in non-
tarnish fine-silver-plate 

PRICING: Suggested Retail price $20-35

cape breton botanics
IMPRESSED

example display
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example display
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ENCHANTED
semi-precious gemstones
Semi-precious gemstones have long held mystical 
meanings. From simple stone pendants to elaborate 
pieces with complementary gems to birthstone gifts, all 
are hand-wrapped in non-tarnish silver wire. Specialized 
cards with the story of the stones are included with 
most series in this line.

MATERIALS: gemstones chosen by their meaning, non-
tarnish fine-silver-plated wire

TYPES: pendants

OPTIONS: wealth, love, chakra balance, peaceful sleep, 
creativity, strength & protection, meditation, easing 
grief, spiritual growth, positivity & happiness; affordable 
birthstone choices

PRICING: Suggested Retail price $20-56

SPECIAL: On request, can be created with silver-filled 
10+ wire at original cost x3 sample Meditation
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Semi-precious gemstones have long held mystical 
meanings and been worn as jewellery. From simple stone 
pendants to elaborate pieces with complementary gems 
to birthstone gifts, all are hand-wrapped in silver wire.

Includes pendants and earrings.

sample Meditation
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OLDFANGLED

A wild blend of found objects, hand-colored metal, 
antiqued items, new bling, and wire-wrapping, the 
Oldfangled line puts a glamorous twist on rusty junk. 
The contrast of bright, sparkling colours against the 
matte texture of a metal patina is brought together into 
a cohesive piece using wire. 

MATERIALS: Brass, pewter, rhinestones, enamel paints, 
found objects, metal flowers, non-tarnish fine-silver-
plated and vintage-coloured wire. 

TYPES: pendants, earrings, pinback brooches

OPTIONS: 
Colour: Brights or Metals

PRICING: Suggested Retail price $25-35

steampunk & rusty junk

sample Metals piece



sample Metals piece
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Marooned
cape breton sea glass
Small nuggets of authentic seaglass, collected from 
Cape Breton beaches by the artist and her family. 
Each piece is carefully selected for quality; cleaned and 
buffed; then turned into jewellery using cold connection 
wire-wrapping techniques - these are not drilled.

MATERIALS: real Cape Breton beach glass, non-tarnish 
fine-silver-plated wire

TYPES: pendants, small bib necklaces

OPTIONS: Colour choices vary depending on availability

PRICING: Suggested Retail price $25-55

example display
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example display
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BESPANGLED
snazzy bling
Shamelessly glitzy and perfectly attractive, these bright 
baubles are made to catch the light and sparkle on the 
wearer. An affordable and popular option for gifts. Many 
colour options available, from a screamingly beautiful 
bright series to a simple metals-only flash.

MATERIALS: non-tarnish fine-silver-plated wire, 
firepolished czech glass, rhinestones

TYPES: pendants, rings, earrings

OPTIONS: 
Colour: Brights, Monochromatic/Analagous, Metals

PRICING: Suggested Retail price $18-26

sample earrings
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sample earrings
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Using a torch and hammer to bend, shape, and urge 
the bare metal into a cage for cabochons or beads, 
the artist creates a series based on either a common 
shape or stone. As with all of the available lines, no two 
pieces are ever exactly alike. This line is unique for the 
distinctive thick-and-thin wires caused by hammering, 
as well as the antiqued finish that darkens the recesses 
of the design. 

MATERIALS: Pure copper or silver-filled 10+ wire 
antiqued & sealed, gemstones or glass beads

TYPES: pendants, rings, earrings, full necklaces

OPTIONS: Pure copper or silver-filled for any design

PRICING: Suggested Retail price $18-95

copper and silver
FIREFORGED

sample necklace
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sample necklace
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Gayle Bird is a jeweller and educator, proudly hailing from Cape Breton. She 
taught herself jewellery design and became a juried member of the Cape 
Breton Centre for Craft and Design in 2007. Her jewellery is sold in stores 
across Nova Scotia. 

She published her first book, Freeform Wire Art Jewelry: Techniques for 
designing with wire, beads, & gems, in the spring of 2015, which has been 
translated into Finnish, Slovenian, and Russian. Gayle is also the instructor of 
the 2016 5-star Craftsy.com class Organic Wire-Wrapped Pendants.

With big, bold pieces that are daringly colourful, and smaller, delicate choices 
for a subtle brilliance, you’re sure to find the exact piece to fit your personality.  
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

http://www.freeformwireartjewelry.com
http://craftsy.me/2kH9cwb
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Tutorials, blog posts, conversations, videos, photos, & more! 
I regularly update my blog with tips, techniques, and follow-along 
photoshoots of my studio experiments in wire, clay, and metal. 

Join the conversation on my blog, or by visiting any of my other 
social media outlets:

Visit My Blog

http://www.gaylebird.com
http://www.facebook.com/GayleBirdDesigns
http://www.instagram.com/gaylebirddesigns
http://pinterest.com/gayle_bird/
https://www.youtube.com/c/gaylebird
https://www.etsy.com/ca/shop/gaylebird

